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About This Content

The Absolute Evil travels to Fairyland, home to the Good Fairy. This disgustingly good creature provides heroes with
invigorating potions and is generally the detestable source of good deeds. With the help of some ensorcelled heroes and more

than a few exploding sheep, the Absolute Evil brings this story to a nasty end!
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: Intel Quad Core 2.8 GHz (i7 900 series) or 3.5 GHz AMD (FX 6000 series)

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD/NVIDIA dedicated graphic card, with at least 1024MB of dedicated VRAM and with at least DirectX 11 and
Shader Model 5.0 support (AMD Radeon HD 7000 series and NVIDIA GeForce GTX 600 series)

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 5 GB available space

English,French,German,Simplified Chinese,Russian,Italian,Czech
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A long one but a good one. You play a character in an alternate earth who goes back in time and messes things up royally,
getting themselves and a few friends stuck in Silverworld and they must fix things and maybe go home. It has a lot of stats to
keep track of and many ways to complete your objectives. The characters are interesting and the plot is engaging. It may be a
little long but that is fine.. Inaccurate controls and full of bugs.. This Is VERY Good Game Buy It 27 May 0.74 USD AND buy
it When expert Sale !!!. This game reminds me of those token-sucking arcade basketball machines. I can see VR games like this
inevitably replacing those machines.

Like's:
- The game modes are fairly fun. All easy to pick up and start playing.
- Physics are very well done. Things like velocity, arc, and release all translate really well.
- Love the little "enter initials" game. Nice touch!
- You actually get a pretty decent workout!
- This game is everything Wii Sports wished it could be.
- I have a new go-to for demoing the Vive.

Dislike's:
- No music
- Needs more difficulties
- "Garbage" mode is a bit glitchy. Items disappear mid-throw.
- When the ball is on fire, it's a bit distracting and screws up your aim.
- I wish the controller models were hand models instead.

Here's some of my gameplay!
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=KOvBuf-fdrM. If you like meme games then this is for you, small funny games is added
inside of the game that are pretty cool if you think about it, good voice acting, very good to only have on person wokring on it.
A great little short game with a dark story. Although the gameplay is almost non-existant the atmosphere more than makes up
for it. The graphics reminded me a lot of Inside and the sound design was incredible. In my opinion, the story is great however it
can be a little too poetic and pretentious at times. That being said, I loved that it was focused around such a dark, taboo subject
and I enjoyed both playthroughs to get both endings. It has it's downsides but it is absolutely worth the $2.. Excellent
soundtrack. Originally bought this for the Killer Cuts OST (Was my first CD when I got the SNES version), but it also has the
classic KI2\/Gold music and of course songs from the current release.

Only issue is that it's only in MP3 format. I prefer AAC myself, but I'm sure there are others who wished there was FLAC copy.

K.I. Feeling is still my favorite.
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Play as Noah - a man who decided that building an Ark was not enough, so he built laser turrets and mortars to stop the flood..
Never even played, there is no playerbase. Just sat at a waiting screen forever. They really need to add a single player mode or
something. Will request a refund now. Good luck to all who bought it, hope it gets better for you.. This one was an unexpectedly
cool iteration in the Secret Files saga! Having played the first three, starring Nina (and Max) I got bored (and frustrated) easily
with the over-the-top plot elements and nonsensical puzzles.

Now, Sam was likewise irritating in her appearance in the second game (Secret Files: Puritas Cordis) and I was oh-so-dreadful
before starting a game starring solely her. And it was, indeed, a rocky start with some cringy lines that sounded a bit pseudo-
feminist, and a few utterly vain remarks about blondes and whatnot, but the introductory puzzle made, curiously, so much sense!

I must admit I was skeptical, I thought it was a random coincidence. But surprisingly the game continued on that note. The plot
seemed well thought of, the puzzle solutions were logical and Sam was quite likeable. Technically the game is quite alright, with
highly detailed scenes, and running smoothly throughout.

But why is it just 2 hours long?! Right when the story was getting interesting, the game ended. Real bummer! It could have been
near exceptional but now it's just a very good afternoon delight! :D

\u25b0\u25b0\u25b0\u25b0\u25b0\u25b0\u25b0\u25b1\u25b1\u25b1
Quite Good.. Enjoyable "old fashioned" hex based game. No problems seen in 5 hours play.. Nice platformer it’s really cute and
colorful! but cute doesnt mean easy here the game is challenging and the levels are quite original (they are made by players).
Cool game. This is the GTA 6 that we have been waiting for!!! Screw GTA, this is the new♥♥♥♥♥♥ I just love the trippy
driving mission so heads up for that.

Waiting for WHy City 2.... At first everything was fine and I quite liked it: there’s a load of screens, some are pretty, the story is
fine, and the mini games are correctly tied to the scenery actions… But it quickly went wrong. I got almost invisible objects (the
sock in the car), a lot of items on the veeeeeery lower edge on the screen, with only 3 tiny pixels to see and click, some clumsily
named items (nope, a ‘cutter knife’ isn’t a ‘knife’) and way too much back and force walking across that huge map and those so
numerous screens. Some mini games are also very annoying or too long like the one where you throw stones in baskets, or the
pond flowers one, ugh!
This game lacks some finish; it should have been beta tested. If it was, well those testers were superheroes with magic vision and
a crystal ball in each eye and they should be studied by the army in some dark secret underground base to steal their
superpowers secrets.
I generally finish my HO games as I like these a lot to unwind but not this one, I won’t bother. I do not recommend this game,
even for its low price. Stay away from it.. Alright so I got this game because I was pretty sure it was safe to play infront of a
little kid. I thought it was going to be droll and expected the game to rely on it's "cuteness" instead of good gameplay. I WAS
WRONG. Seriously, this game is much more fun than i thought it would be. I'm loving it. It starts out being very easy and just
keeps getting a little harder after each board. It definitely feels a little like mario sometimes but the puzzles get much more
intelligent than the simple ones I dealt with as a kid. I'm 35 years old and I enjoy this game. I would recommend it if you are
looking for a no frills platformer. I give this a 7/10.. Persian Nights is beautiful but very simplistic. In terms of art, writing and
voice acting, it's definitely one of the better HOGs that I have played. However, in terms of puzzles it is not challenging at all. In
fact, there are only a few hidden object scenes and they are largely uninspired. Overall though, I would recommend the game,
especially to newcomers to the genre.. Do you like Bejewled and Pokemon? Then this game was literally made for you
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